We work out the phase-space functional integral of the gravitational field in 2 + 1 dimensions interacting with N point particles in an open universe.
Gravity in 2 + 1 dimensions 1 has attracted notable interest both at the classical and at the quantum level. The functional integral approach to quantum gravity in 2 + 1 dimensions in absence of matter on closed spaces has been given by Carlip 2 . Here we deal with the quantum treatment of the gravitational field interacting with N particles in 2 + 1 dimensions on open spaces 3 . Even at the classical level, in presence of particles the problem acquires a highly non trivial dynamics also on open spaces; in the case of open spaces when the topology is that of the plane the maximally slicing gauge can be adopted, leading to notable simplifications 4,5,6 .
We start with the phase space functional integral known as Faddeev formula 7
where χ, χ i are three gauge fixings. The space metric h ij is defined on the punctured plane R 2 \ {q 1 , . . . q N }, where q 1 , . . . q N are the particle position. Thus integration on the metric h ij implicitly contains the integration on the particle positions. The integration over D[N ] and D[N i ] gives rise to the delta functions δ(
the above equation as discussed in 2 .
The integration measures of the metric and of the conjugate momenta π ij are assumed as those induced by the space DeWitt distance. The integration on the metric is performed by parameterizing the space metric h ij in terms of the particle positions, the conformal factor and a finite diffeomorphism according to h ij = F * (e 2σ δ ij ) being F a 2-dimensional diffeomorphism. Similarly the conjugate momenta (tangent space to the space metrics) can be parametrized as
ij , being Y 0 the square integrable vector fields vanishing at the punctures and π T T ij belongs to the orthogonal (traceless) complement to (P Y 0 ) ij . The previously defined π T T ij can be written as linear combinations of the square integrable meromorphic quadratic differentials
being z c i the position of the particles in the conformal gauge. In the performed changes of integration variables, functional determinants related to the puncture formulation of string theory 8 occur; it is remarkable that they all cancel out in the final reduction.
While the choice of the maximally slicing gauge (Dirac gauge) χ = π = 0 plays a very important role in the reduction of the functional integral, no trace is left of the space gauge fixings χ 1 , χ 2 ; as a matter of fact one can replace them by the so called geometric approach 9 , which allows to factorize the infinite volume of the gauge diffeomorphisms.
A fundamental role in the treatment is played by the boundary term which is computed through the procedure put forward in 10 and which at the end builds up the reduced hamiltonian. The boundary term is computed by exploiting the asymptotic behavior of the conformal factor which classifies the conical nature of the space at infinity and the solution of the hamiltonian constraint which gives rise the an inhomogeneous Liouville equation. By exploiting an inequality due to Picard such boundary term can be computed rigorously 3 and turns out to be given by the logarithm of the constant part in the asymptotic behavior of the conformal factor.
We reach in this way the functional integral
i.e. all functional determinants cancel out and we reach the same expression which would have been derived from the quantization of the reduced classical particle dynamics. The main point in achieving such a result is the remark in 2 that the expression (l = 1, 2)
if we want to respect invariance under diffeomorphisms has to be understood as
) and similarly for N and H.
Expression (3) for the functional integral tells us little about the ordering problem. In the case of two particles (N = 2), the choice performed in 6 was dictated by naturalness and aesthetic reasons reaching the logarithm of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a cone. As discussed in 6 this is very similar to the quantum treatment of a test particle on a cone given in 11 . But there is no a priori reason for that choice. A standard choice for the functional integral is the mid point rule which is equivalent to the Weyl ordering at the operator level 12 . In our case
and the Weyl ordering gives rise simply to the operator
This is the choice examined in 13 in the context of high energy behavior of YangMills field theory. It appears that the logarithm of the Laplace-Beltrami operator can be obtained only through a rather complicated ordering process and the same can be said for the functional translation of the Maass laplacian adopted in 14,15 . For more than two particles the hamiltonian even though perfectly defined, becomes very complicated 6 and here up to now no guiding principle has emerged for addressing the ordering problem.
